Connecting to HCC Wireless – Staff, Faculty and Students with Droid Devices

Staff, Faculty and Students should always be connecting to the wireless network labeled: **HCC-User**.

On a phone, tablet or laptop, choose the network **HCC-User**.
*Note: each device will look slightly different. The images seen are from a Samsung smartphone.*

*If you’ve previously connected to HCC-Guest, you will have to “Forget” or “Remove” the network so that it does not try to automatically connect.

Make all the settings match:

- **EAP method**: PEAP
- **Phase 2 authentication**: MSCHAPv2
- **CA certificate**: Pick “Do not validate” from the drop down
- **Identity**: HCC account username
- **Anonymous identity**: Leave blank
- **Password**: HCC account password

**Connect**
Your device will now remember this connection for the future.
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